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Wall slats
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Modern  
design
Wall slats have been designed to combine a modern style with minimalist patterns. Their construc-
tion creates a fashionable decoration for any interior and also reduces echo, which improves the 
acoustic comfort of the rooms.
Thanks to the availability of various color versions, they will be an excellent solution for any room. The slats 
are supplied in different sizes, which allows for arranging them into any configuration. Their installation is 
very quick and easy.



Our offer

Combination of  
wall decoration and  
soundproofing

Original decorative panels in  
the form of a finished product.

Slats on felt

RIFFCELLO - milled 
slats
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A solution for decorating 
walls, ceilings, and for  
building partition walls.

Openwork slats
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Practical moldings for 
mounting on HDF board, 
which will cover all wall  
imperfections.

Slats on HDF board.
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Practical moldings for mounting 
on laminated board.

Slats on laminated 
board.

20
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Slats  
on felt
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Slats on felt are a unique product  
that fits perfectly into the trends of  
contemporary interior design.

Modern design
Slats on felt are a unique product 
that fits perfectly into the trends 
of contemporary interior design. 

1.

Aesthetics and acoustics
Made from suitable materials, our 
felt slats guarantee durability and 
resistance to damage. Thanks to 
this, they will serve for a long time, 
preserving their original aesthetic 
and functional properties. If you 
are looking for a product that will 
enhance both the aesthetic and 
acoustic values of your room, the 
felt slats will perfectly meet your 
expectations.

2.

These functional and ele-
gant accessories are the 
perfect solution for those 

who want to simply change their 
apartment. 

Made from the highest quality 
materials, our slats on felt gu-
arantee durability and resistan-
ce to damage. As a result, they 
will serve for a long time, main-
taining their original properties 
and aesthetics.

Easy installation
Our felt slats have been designed 
with maximum flexibility in mind 
when it comes to installation. They 
can be easily mounted both verti-
cally and horizontally, depending 
on the preferences and needs of 
the user, providing versatile and 
unique arrangements.

3.



450 x 2700mm

882 Black 638 Bianco

661 Oak Santa
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BASIC
BLACK FELT

The slats from the BASIC collection are supplied in the for-
mat: 450x2700mm. Their base is a black felt 6mm thick, to 
which MDF profiles have been attached.



450 x 450mm 450 x 900mm

882 Black 638 Bianco

661 Oak Santa
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PLUS
BLACK FELT
The slats from the PLUS collection are supplied in the for-
mats: 450x450mm and 450x900mm. Their base is a black 
felt 6mm thick, to which MDF profiles have been attached.



898 Oak Villa 683 Erba

429 Scandia

715 Melbac

956 Cherry

980 Argento

231 Rustico

561 Oak Badia8

270 x 2750mm

NOBLE
BLACK FELT

The slats from the NOBLE collection come in the sizes of 
10x38mm. They are supplied in the format: 270x2750mm. 
Their base is either black or gray felt with a thickness of 
6mm, onto which MDF profiles have been attached.



270 x 2750mm

882 Black 638 Bianco

898 Oak Villa

703 Suomi

R31 Rovere

592 Grigio
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NOBLE
GREY FELT



270 x 2750mm

345 Copper

270 x 2750mm

558 Palisander 597 Acacia

571 Pecan 598 Pearl Oak10

NOBLE HQ
BLACK FELT

The slats from the NOBLE HQ collection come in the 
sizes of 10x38mm. They are supplied in the format: 
270x2750mm. Their base is black felt with a thickness of 
6mm, onto which MDF profiles have been attached.

344 Concrete

NOBLE HG
BLACK FELT

The slats from the NOBLE HG collection come in the 
sizes of 10x38mm. They are supplied in the format: 
270x2750mm. Their base is black felt with a thickness of 
6mm, onto which MDF profiles have been attached.



270 x 2750mm

941 Oak Siena 451 Champagne

167 Silver

905 Black

590 Bianco

484 Merbau

589 Grey 11

SLIM
BLACK FELT
The slats from the SLIM collection come in the sizes of 
10x27mm. They are supplied in the format: 270x2750mm. 
Their base is black felt with a thickness of 6mm, onto 
which MDF profiles have been attached.
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270 x 2750mm

898 Oak Villa 434 Gold

641 Ruby 364 Platinum
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TRAPEZE
BLACK FELT

Slats from the TRAPEZE collection come in sizes of 22x32mm. 
They have trapezoid shape. They are supplied in the format: 
270x2750mm. Their base is a black felt with a thickness of 
6mm, to which MDF profiles have been attached.
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Openwork  
slats



941 Oak Siena 589 Grey

16 x 57x 2750mm 16 x 27 x 2750mm

882 Black
638 Bianco
661 Oak Santa

882 Black
638 Bianco
661 Oak Santa
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OPENWORK SYSTEM

Vertical slat with dimensions: 28x65x2600 [mm].  
Horizontal slat with dimensions: 28x65 [mm],  
available in lengths 317/509/701/893/1277 [mm].

ACCESSORIES
STARTER SLATS 
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RIFFCELLO
milled slats 
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195 x 2750mm

941 Oak Nature 355 Black Matt

540 Teak 547 Scandinavian Oak

10 x 40/47 x 275mm
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RIFFCELLO PANELS
STARTER/ENDING/CORNER

Flexibility in assembly and installation



898 Oak Villa 956 Cherry

108 x 2750mm135 x 2750mm
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HDF 
BLACK
Slats from the HDF collection are supplied in the formats: 
135x2750mm and 108x2750mm. Their base is a black HDF board 
with a thickness of 3mm, to which MDF profiles have been attached.
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Slats on  
laminated  
board
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248 x 2700

661 Oak Santa

882 Black
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LAMINATED BOARD
BLACK

Slats from the LAMINATED BOARD collection are supplied 
in the format: 248x2700mm. Their base is a black or oak 
board, to which MDF profiles have been attached.

910 White



248 x 2700

661 Oak Santa 910 White

882 Black
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LAMINATED BOARD
OAK



Matdesign slat walls - the comfort 
you choose and deserve.

Modern design Aesthetics and acoustics. Easy installation
Slats are a unique product that perfect-
ly fits into the trends of contemporary 
interior design.

Our slats combine durability, resistance 
to damage, and excellent acoustics, 
making them an ideal choice for long-
term use, combining both aesthetic and 
acoustic values.

Our slats are flexible and allow for easy 
installation both vertically and horizon-
tally, enabling users to create various 
and unique arrangements.

MATDESIGN sp. z o.o. 
ul. Mickiewcza 2/14 
78-400 Szczecinek 
Poland

tel. +48602695822 
jacob@matdesign.us

www.matdesign.us


